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ABSTRACT As one of the most promising technologies to realize 3D Integrated Circuits (3D-ICs),
Through-Silicon-Via (TSV) acts as the inter-layer link inside 3D Networks-on-Chip. However, the reliability
issues due to the low yield rates and the sensitivity to thermal hotspots and stress issues are preventing TSV-
based 3D-ICs from being widely and efficiently used. To ensure the correctness of TSV connections at
run-time, detecting multiple (clustering) defects is an important feature. While Error Correction Codes are
limited by a certain number of detectable faults, using Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) prevents the system from
operating normally during the test time. This paper first presents a Parity Product Code (PPC) with the
ability to correct one fault and detect, at least, two faults. Second, we present extended PPC (EPPC) to
detect multiple defects within the links of Networks-on-Chip by using two or more additional matrices.
Furthermore, we present the distance-aware version of EPPC to detect multiple defects by using only one
extra matrix. The results show that the distance-aware EPPC can detect 100% of clustering defects and
multiple random defects within two and three cycles, respectively. The performance evaluation for Network-
on-Chip testing also shows no degradation while providing an extremely short response time (2-3 cycles).

INDEX TERMS 3D-ICs, Fault-Tolerance, Error Correction Code, Through-Silicon-Via, Product Code,
Parity Check, Networks-on-Chip, Fault-Detection

I. INTRODUCTION

AS a result of the fusion of 3D-Integrated Circuits (3D-
ICs) and the mesh-based Network-on-Chips (NoCs),

the 3D-Network-on-Chip (3D-NoC) paradigm [1] is con-
sidered to be one of the most promising architectures for
IC design by providing a highly scalable multi/many-core
infrastructure. Through-Silicon-Vias (TSVs) serve as vertical
wires between two adjacent layers in 3D-ICs and 3D-NoCs.
Because TSVs have extremely short lengths, their latencies
are low which could offer extremely high communication
speeds [2], [3]. Moreover, as a 3D-IC technology, TSV-
based ICs can have smaller footprints despite the TSV’s
overheads [4], and lower power consumption thanks to the
shorter wires [5].

Despite having multiple advantages, one of the major

concerns of TSVs is reliability due to their low yield rates
[6], [7]. In [7], the results show that the defect rate of TSVs
is nearly 0.63%. Moreover, TSVs are also vulnerable to
thermal and stress [8], [9]. Because of the natural parallel
structure, TSVs also face the crosstalk challenge [10], [11].
Furthermore, the difference in thermal expansion coefficients
of materials and temperature variations between two layers,
which has been reported to reach up to 10°C [12], could
lead to stress issues. In summary, 3D-ICs must adequately
consider the reliability of TSVs.

To recover from defective TSVs, there are three main
approaches: (1) hardware fault-tolerance such as correction
circuits [13], redundancies [14], reliability mapping [9]; (2)
information redundancy such as coding techniques [10], [15],
[16] or re-transmission request [17]; or (3) algorithm-based
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fault-tolerance [1], [18], [19]. Most of the recent works have
been focusing on how to recover from defective TSVs in
both random and clustered distributions. However, prior to
recovery, the system must know the position of defective
group of TSVs.

In order to detect defects in TSVs, there are two major
approaches: (1) online and (2) offline testing. While online
testing allows the system to operate during the test, offline
testing might partly or totally interrupt the system operation.
There are several methods for offline testing such as Built-
in-self-test (BIST) [20], [21] and external testing [22], [23]
techniques. For online testing, simple coding techniques such
as Parity, Hamming [15] or SECDED [16] (Single Error
Correction, Double Error Detection) or other coding methods
such as Reed-Solomon or Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem
can be used to detect defects during transmission. To correct
multiple defects, Orthogonal Latin Square Code (OLSC) [24]
which provides low latency and modular design can be used.
However, OLSC does not provide extra detectability. Despite
having multiple methods for detection and correct faults in
wires/links, there are two main problems as follows:

• Built-in-Self-Test is costly in terms of power, area and
execution time. Most works require partial or total
preemption in order to test. Works for online NoC-
testing in [25]–[28] perform with lower-bound of test
periods around 16,000 to 50,000 while still degrading
the system performance.

• Online testing such as Error Correction Code can pro-
vide immediate results; however, it is limited by a cer-
tain number of detectable faults. To ensure the reliability
of the system, we must know when multiple defects
occur.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a new coding method
named Extended Parity Product Code (EPPC) which is
specially designed for correcting one defect and detecting
multiple defects in TSV links. This work is based on our
previous work in [29]1 where we used different Orthogonal
Latin Square Matrices as alternative matrices of computation.
However, the work in [29] has not taken into account the
clustering fault model [14]. The new contributions of this
paper are as follows:

• The complexity analyses for area and delay function
of the encoding and decoding of Parity Product Code
processes are presented. Here, the delay complexity is
only O(log2(

√
n)) while it is O(log2(n)) for Hamming

and SECDED (n is the input’s bit-width).
• An Extended PPC (EPPC) to break the limitation of

two-fault detection by using the matrix-switch method.
The matrix-switch is based on a shifting matrix to break
the undetectable pattern of PPC instead of multiple
Orthogonal Latin Square matrices. The proposal can
detect multiple defects within 2-3 cycles.

1 [29]: Khanh N. Dang, Michael Meyer, Akram Ben Ahmed, Abderazek
Ben Abdallah, and Xuan-Tu Tran,“2D-PPC: A single-correction multiple-
detection method for Through-Silicon-Via Fault”, 2019 IEEE Asia Pacific
Conference on Circuits and Systems (APCCAS), Nov. 11-14, 2019

• Based on the clustering fault model, we present the
distance-aware EPPC to reduce the needed additional
matrices. The results show that we need only two cycles
to tackle this model of fault.

• An analysis to point out the optimal value of s (shifting
value) to obtain the best extension in distance-aware
EPPC.

• Network-on-Chip integration and evaluation shows that
the PPC can provide low latency multiple-defect testing
without blocking the communication. When a defective
link is detected, a fault-tolerant routing algorithm [18]
is adopted for recovery.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II
reviews the existing literature on detecting TSV defects.
Section III shows the Network-on-Chip infrastructure to
support testing and Section IV presents the baseline PPC.
Section V shows the extended PPC to provide the ability to
detect multiple defects. Section VI provides the evaluation
environment and results. Finally, Section VII concludes the
paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
As previously mentioned, we can classify the TSV fault
detection into two main approaches: online and offline test-
ing. For offline testing methods, we can further distinguish
them as pre-bond and post-bond testing. For online testing
methods, there are two major approaches: blocking and non-
blocking tests. This section aims to briefly discuss the ap-
proaches for TSV testing.

In order to realize offline testing, one of the prerequisites
is having additional circuits that perform the test. For pre-
bond testing, since the tested TSV is not fully connected
to two layers, most works focus on exploiting the char-
acteristic of the open wire to assess its quality. In [30],
the authors performed short-to-circuit test by classifying the
voltage of a tested TSV after supplying a Vdd voltage using
a voltage comparator. This method can help detect short-
to circuit defects and provide a certain correction using a
voltage comparator. However, the cost of additional circuits
for each TSV is considerable. Noia et al. [22] use a probe
needle to measure the output value of a group of TSVs to
indicate the failure status of them. Although this method
is extremely efficient, the method of measurement requires
extremely accurate devices and calibration. In order to solve
this problem, work in [31] proposed a contact-less method
using ring oscillators. The results show that they can indicate
both open and short-to-substrate defects.

After bonding two or more layers together, the connected
TSVs could be tested as a normal wires in post-bond testing.
In [20], [21], the authors presented methods of TSV BIST for
pin-hole and void defects. In [30], besides pre-bond testing,
the authors also presented a method for post-bond testing by
reusing the existing circuit of pre-bond testing. As a con-
ventional testing method, Huang et al. [32] presented a scan
chain for testing TSVs after bonding. TSVs are organized by
a two dimensional shape and are accessed by column and
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row selections. In [33], the authors presented a method to
group TSVs in a two dimensional shape in order to reduce
the test time. They also provided the ability to test not only
open and short defects but also perform bridge TSV-to-TSV
defects which could be critical.

One of the most basic methods for online testing is to use
Error Correction/Detection Code. In other words, to be able
to detect and correct faults, a code-word with redundant bits
is used instead of the original data in the channels. Hamming
code [15], which can detect and correct one faulty bit, is
one of the most important coding techniques. SECDED by
Hisao [16] is also extremely useful with the help of the
HARQ (Hybrid-Automatic Retransmission Request) mech-
anism. SECDED can detect two faults in a flit which could
be retransmitted for further correction as HARQ. In [34] and
[35], the authors presented several variations of Hamming
code using specified matrices which can correct two or
even three adjacent faulty bits. Thanks to their simple XOR
functions, these codes are definitely simple and suitable for
high-speed circuits; however, they have a limited number of
detectable faults. On the other hand, to tackle the crosstalk
effect, Crosstalk Avoidance Code could be used [10]. Since
using a dedicated coding technique seems inflexible, using
adaptive coding could be a suitable solution. In [17], packets
are structured in 2D arrays and a Hamming code is used to
correct a flit (column). When the decoder fails to correct the
flit because of extra faulty bits, extra hamming codes for each
index (row) are used; therefore, the system can further correct
faulty bits. Also, there are several powerful block coding
methods such as Reed-Solomon [36] or Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem code [37] to help handle more faults. How-
ever, their calculations are too complex which could lead to
a significant amount of area and power consumption.

Since TSVs are used in certain applications such as stacked
memory, wires in block design or on-chip communication,
they can also be tested using the existing methods for on-
line testing. Here, we focus on on-chip communication using
TSVs. Li et al. [38] test TSVs “for free” by analyzing the
memory test which requires inter-layer connections. In [39],
an on-line TSV testing and recovery method was presented
using a random number generator and a NAND gate with
a threshold voltage input to capture the open/short defect.
Apparently, the method requires interrupting the connection
in order to start the test. Some other methods to test TSVs
in a Network-on-Chip use existing techniques of wire test-
ing [25]–[28]. With smart scheduling of these methods, we
can even obtain uninterrupted testing that allows the system
to maintain its operation during test. However, reducing the
test period (time between two consecutive tests) can signif-
icantly reduce the system performance. In [40], [41], the
authors proposed a method to test TSVs without any inter-
ruption or degradation of the system performance. The major
drawback of these non-degradation tests is the long execution
time. Also, the existing channel NoC testing methods are not
perfect since their coverage may not be 100%. The notable
works on channel NoCs testing [42]–[47] failed to have the

highest coverage. The work in [48] obtains a 100% coverage;
however, their testing time might not scale well.

In summary, we can observe that offline testings using
circuit in pre-bond and post-bond methods are efficient to
detect the defects of TSVs. However, having an offline
time to test is not always feasible in real-time and safety-
critical applications. On the other hand, online testing can
help test the TSV during operation; however the existing
methods either suffer from low coverage rate, performance
degradation or long testing time. In this work, we aim to
propose a low cost, fast execution testing method for TSVs
while maintaining a high coverage in order to solve the
aforementioned problems.

III. NETWORK-ON-CHIP ARCHITECTURE
We integrate the proposed method into our previously de-
signed 3D-NoC router [19], as shown in Figure 1. Please
note that the proposed approach is totally independent from
our adopted router architecture and could be implemented
into any TSV-based architecture or normal link-based sys-
tem. The illustrated system uses 3D-Mesh topology where
each router can connect at most six nearby routers and a
local processing element as in Figure 1(a). TSVs are the
interconnects between layers. The data (flit) arriving at an
input port is buffered then routed and goes through one of the
output ports.
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Figure 1: 3-D Mesh Network-on-Chip router architecture.

The EPPC is integrated as an ECC module in the input
port and the matrix-switch feature is only integrated into
two vertical ports (UP and DOWN) to monitor and detect
faults of TSVs. We could also provide checking for intra-
layer links by adding the matrix-switch. The data from the
TSV is brought to the EPPC decoder to check. The output
(detection) signal is collectively received and analyzed by
the Extend Controller. The output multi-faults detection is
updated to the nearby routers to use a fault-tolerant routing
algorithm (LAFT) to avoid faulty connections [18]. When
sending out the data, we also use a matrix-switch with 2-bit
counter and a normal decoder. Note that the counter must be
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synchronized between two layers. By using adaptive routing,
we can maintain the reliability of the system even under a
high number of defects. We would like to note that there
are some vulnerable links inside the network such as the
link between Network Interface and router where a failure
on one of these link immediately corrupt the system reliabil-
ity [49]. However, since we mostly consider the inter-layer
links (using TSVs) in this work, LAFT routing algorithm
can efficiently work without considering the vulnerability of
those links.

In this implementation, we assume that the synchroniza-
tion between routers could be done by a reliable channel.
The fault information should be synchronized throughout the
network in a broadcast manner.

IV. PARITY PRODUCT CODE
This section presents the proposed Parity Product Code
(PPC). It is based on the Product-Code [50]–[52] approach
and exploits the natural 2D array placement of TSVs. We first
present the considered fault types then TSV organization is
discussed. The following parts demonstrate the encoding and
decoding processes with equivalent circuits. The analytical
analyses for encoding and decoding processes are also pre-
sented.

A. FAULT CONSIDERATION
In this work, we mainly consider permanent defects. There
are two types of permanent defects: manufacturing defects
and operating defects. Due to imperfections during the manu-
facturing process, permanent TSV defects are more frequent
than other types of faults. TSV defects are usually leakage
(short), open (void), or bridge type [20], [53]. A TSV could
be shortened to ground or V dd which causes 0/1 stuck-at
faults. A bridge defect between two or more TSVs prevents
them from transmitting different values at the same time.
An open defect on a TSV increases its resistance which
electrically disconnects its terminals or causes a transition
delay. Aging, process variation or even temperature vari-
ation which cause stress issues could further increase the
fault probabilities. Besides manufacturing defects, operating
defects are also a considerable issue of TSV-based 3D-ICs.
Due to the high temperature of 3D-ICs, other fault fac-
tors such as Electro-Migration, Time-Dependent-Dielectric-
Breakdown, etc. are accelerated. Thermal Cycling is also
another fault source due to the high difference in temperature
between layers.

There are two basic models of fault distribution: ran-
dom and clustered. While random defects are uniformly
distributed across the 2D layer, clustered defects are focused
within a certain area (a cluster). Previously, either Pois-
son [54] or center-satellite model [55] were used for this type
of distribution. Here, to model them, we adopt the model
from [14] as follow:

pi = Fb

Nc∑
j=1

(
1

dic
)α (1)

(b) (c) (d)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(a)

Normal TSV X Defect TSV

Figure 2: An illustration of random defective TSV: (a) one
defective TSV; (b) two defective TSVs; (c) three defective
TSVs; (d) four defective TSVs and (e) five defective TSVs.
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Figure 3: An illustration of clustering defect following Equa-
tion 1: (a) fault model in Equation 1 - darker area has higher
defect rate; (b) one defective TSV; (c) two defective TSVs;
(d) three defective TSVs.

where pi is the defect probability of a TSV i, dic is the
Euclidean distance between a TSV i and an existing cluster
defect center, Fb is the fault rate of the defected cluster’s
center, Nc is the number of the defected cluster’s centers and
α is the clustering effect. To perform our evaluation, we set
the Fb = 1 to guarantee faults at the defected cluster’s center.
For the nearby TSV i, we select according to the probability
pi.

For the ease of understanding, we illustrated in Figures 2
and 3 the examples of random and clustering defects, respec-
tively. With random defects, the position of defective TSVs
are totally unconstrained. Depending on different scenarios,
the fault patterns are different. In our evaluation section (see
Section VI), we use Monte-Carlo simulation with 10,000
cases per configuration to investigate different defect pat-
terns. For clustering defects, by following Equation 1, the
TSVs near the center of the defected cluster have a higher
chance of being defective, as well. Therefore, in our evalua-
tion, these TSVs are usually injected as defective ones. The
position of the center is randomized in the group of TSVs.

Regarding behavior, we could model the possible faults as
stuck-at faults. For instance, the output logic value of a TSV
is stuck to ‘0’ or ‘1’. These behaviors are generally applied
to soft errors as single event upset. Therefore, if soft errors
occur for several cycles or an intermittent fault occurs, EPPC
could detect them with its coding method. The permanent
defects could be physically modeled as RC models where
the open and short resistances play important roles in their
operations [39]. Delays caused by crosstalk and permanent
faults could violate the timing constraints leading to sample
the old values or metastability phenomenon could occur. This
behavior is extremely hazardous for digital circuits and needs
to be addressed appropriately using dedicated circuits [13],
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[56]. A bridged TSV-to-TSV defect can also be modeled as
a considerably small resistance between two or more TSVs
shorted together [33]. Once these defective TSVs are shorted,
their output voltage could be either at ‘0’, ‘1’ or metastability.
Here, we assume a metastability immune circuit or voltage
comparators [13], [56] are used to push the output to either
‘0’ or ‘1’. Once the output of TSVs are binary, our coding
method could help detect faults.

In this work, we use the “inverse” fault (flip-bit): where the
value of a TSV is reversed during operation. The “inverse”
model can be used to model open or short-to-substrate defects
after the metastability. With bridge TSV-to-TSV, depending
on which value we get at the output of TSVs, their val-
ues could be flipped or not. By adding the distribution in
Equation 1, we can model the bridge defects. For example,
Figures 3(c-d) show the fault patterns of clustering defects.
Because the TSVs near the center are injected as faulty, we
can easily observe a high chance of two or more nearby
TSVs being faulty at the same time. Consequently, this could
be modeled as a bridge defect of these TSVs. However, we
would like to note that this fault pattern is a square-like shape
and might not be able to model the bridge defect of TSV in
different shapes (i.e. row, column, or diagonal line).

B. TSV ORGANIZATION
Assuming that a group of TSVs is organized in a 2D array of
M × N (M rows and N columns). Originally, a set of TSVs
is organized as follows:

TSVs =


T0,0 T0,1 . . . T0,N−1

T1,0 T1,1 . . . T1,N−1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TM−1,0 TM−1,1 . . . TM−1,N−1

 (2)

where Ti,j represents the TSV in the ith row and the jth

column. As a product-code, for each row i and column j,
we add an array of row parity-bits TSVs (CRi) and an array
of column parity-bits TSVs (CCj). Then, there is an extra
TSV CU for the ultimate check bits. The coded TSVs are as
follows:

Coded_TSVs =


T0,0 . . . T0,N−1 CR0

T1,0 . . . T1,N−1 CR1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TM−1,0 . . . TM−1,N−1 CRM−1

CC0 . . . CCN−1 CU


(3)

Even when a group of TSVs is not organized as a two
dimensional array, we still can manage its data in a 2D array
to apply the proposed technique. For instance, a group of 15
TSVs can be considered as a 4 × 4 group with one dummy
value.

C. ENCODING
For each transmission, a TSV Ti,j sends a bit bi,j , CRi sends
a row-parity bit ri,CCj sends a column-parity bit cj andCU

sends an ultimate-parity bit u which is a member of a coded
flit F :

Fk =


b0,0 b0,1 . . . b0,N−1 r0
b1,0 b1,1 . . . b1,N−1 r1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
bM−1,0 bM−1,1 . . . bM,N−1 rM−1

c0 c1 . . . cN−1 u

 (4)

where

ri = bi,0 ⊕ bi,1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ bi,N−1

cj = b0,j ⊕ b1,j ⊕ · · · ⊕ bM−1,j

ur = r0 ⊕ r1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ rM−1

uc = c0 ⊕ c1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ cN−1

u = ur = uc = ⊕N−1
i=0 ⊕

M−1
j=0 (bi,j)

(5)

Note that the symbol ⊕ stands for the XOR function.
The architecture of PPC encoders is shown in Figure 4

where the Row Encoder, Col. Encoder, and Ulti. Encoder
are for encoding the rows, columns and ultimate bits, re-
spectively. These encoders share the same parity encoder
architecture (known as XOR-tree), as shown in Figure 5. If
designers do not desire to detect faults on the encoder, this
signal can be simply removed to reduce the area cost (one
XOR-tree and one XOR gate).

The expected number of gates (G) and expected delay
(τ) of the encoding process is shown in Equation 8 and
Equation 10, respectively. The proofs of these equations are
presented as Lemma IV.2 and Lemma IV.3.

From Equation 8 and Equation 10, with a given n bit
(M = N =

√
n), the area cost and delay complexity

are O(n) and O(log2(
√
n)), respectively. In comparison,

Hamming’s and SECDED’s area cost and delay complexities
are O(n) and O(log2(n)), respectively. This means that PPC
provides better scalability in terms of delay.

Figure 4: PPC Encoder Architecture.
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Figure 5: Parity architecture using XOR tree.

Lemma IV.1. Given an O_2X1-tree (O_AX1 is a gate with
A inputs) of Z inputs, the number of gates (G) and delay (τ)
are:

GO_2X1 = Z − 1

τoutput = ceil(log2(Z))× (τO_2X1)
(6)

Proof. In order to build an O_2X1-tree, the inputs of the tree
are fed to the first layer of O_2X1. The outputs of a layer
are fed to the inputs of the next layer until reaching a single
output. The delay of each layer will be the delay of an O_2X1
gate (τO_2X1) regardless of the wire delay. Because at each
layer, the number of values is divided by two and rounded
up (i.e., 4 inputs get 2 outputs, 3 inputs get 2 outputs), the
number of layers is: ceil(log2(Z)). Here, we assume the
O_4X1 and O_3X1 (gates with four and three inputs) are
constructed from two layers of the O_2X1 gate.

The delay to the final output τoutput will be the number of
layers (ceil(log2(Z))) multiplied by the delay of each layer
(τO_2X1). Therefore:

τoutput = ceil(log2(Z))× (τO_2X1) (7)

For each O_2X1-gate, two inputs will always give one output.
Regardless of the O_2X1-tree structure, in order to obtain a
single output from Z inputs, the number of inputs needs to
be omitted is Z − 1. In other words, the number of gates is
Z − 1.

Lemma IV.2. The expected number of gates (G) of the
encoder is:

Gencoder
XOR_2X1 = 2MN − 2 (8)

Proof. For the row and column encoding, there are two
branches:

1) Row encoder: the inputs are M rows of N bits.
Therefore, the number of XOR gates and the delay
are M × (N − 1) and ceil(log2(N)) × (τXOR_2X1),
respectively.

2) Column encoder: the inputs are N columns of M bits.
Therefore, the number of XOR gates and the delay
are N × (M − 1) and ceil(log2(M)) × (τXOR_2X1),
respectively.

For the ultimate bit encoding, there are also two branches:
1) Encode from row-parity-bit: the inputs are M bits.

Therefore, the number of XOR gate and the delay are
M − 1 and ceil(log2(M))× (τXOR_2X1), respectively.

2) Encode from column-parity-bit: the inputs are N bits.
Therefore, the number of XOR gate and the delay are
N − 1 and ceil(log2(N))× (τXOR_2X1), respectively.

Gencoder
XOR_2X1 =M × (N − 1) +N × (M − 1) + (M − 1)+

(N − 1)

Gencoder
XOR_2X1 = 2MN − 2

(9)

Lemma IV.3. The expected delay (τ) of the encoding process
is:

τencoder
output =


τXOR_2X1 × (ceil(log2(max(M,N)))

+ceil(log2(M)))) if u = ur

τXOR_2X1 × (ceil(log2(max(M,N)))

+ceil(log2(N)))) if u = uc

(10)

Proof. The number of layers of the column and row parity-
bit encoding decide the output delay. If M > N , then
the delay of the row encoding could be larger than the
column encoding. Therefore, the delay will be τXOR_2X1 ×
(ceil(log2(max(M,N))). Also, the ultimate bit depends on
which value is used (ur or uc).

Therefore, the delay of output is as Equation 10 shows.

D. DECODING
By using parity checking, the decoder can find the column
and row indices of the flipped bit. The parity equations are as
follows:

sri = bi,0 ⊕ bi,1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ bi,N−1 ⊕ ri
scj = b0,j ⊕ b1,j ⊕ · · · ⊕ bN−1,j ⊕ cj
srN = r0 ⊕ r1 ⊕ . . . rM−1 ⊕ u
scM = c0 ⊕ c1 ⊕ . . . cN−1 ⊕ u

(11)

The outputs of Equation 11 are two arrays: parity column
(sc) and parity row (sr). If there is one or no flipped bit, the
decoder can correct it using a mask:

Mask =


m0,0 . . . m0,N−1 m0,N

m1,0 . . . m1,N−1 m1,N

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
mM−1,0 . . . mM−1,N−1 mM−1,N

mM,0 . . . mM,N−1 mM,N

 (12)

where

mi,j =

{
1 if sri == 1 and scj == 1

0 otherwise.
(13)

For each received flit F̂k, the corrected flit Fk is obtained
by:

Fk = F̂k ⊕Mask (14)

The decoder fails to correct when there are two or more
faults. In this fashion, the decoder sends a NACK signal and
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Figure 6: PPC Decoder Architecture.

a hybrid automatic retransmission request (HARQ) is used
to perform correction. To support HARQ, the decoder has to
detect the occurrence of faults by summarizing the number
of flipped bits in the row and column as follows:

fr =

N+1∑
i=0

sri

fc =

M+1∑
i=0

sci

NACK = (fr ≥ 2) OR (fc ≥ 2)

(15)

Note that the above equations require adders and com-
parators which are probably over-complicated for high-speed
coding techniques. To simplify the calculation of NACK,
decoders can simply check either sc or sr if they are not
all-zeros or one-hot values. For instance, with M = 4 and
N = 3, fr, fc, and NACK can be expressed as:

fr = ¬ (sr0sr1sr2sr3 + sr0sr1sr2sr3

+ sr0sr1sr2sr3 + sr0sr1sr2sr3

+ sr0sr1sr2sr3)

fc = ¬ (sc0sc1sc2 + sc0sc1sc2 + sc0sc1sc2

+ sc0sc1sc2)

NACK = fr + fc

(16)

Figure 6 shows the architecture of the decoder. Similarly
to the encoder, there are modules using XOR-trees (Col.
Decoder and Row Decoder). Then, two arrays sr and sc are
used for masking the faults. By taking the sum the number
of faults in rows and columns (

∑
Row Faults and

∑
Col.

Faults), the decoder can determine whether multiple faults
are occurring. The NACK signal is used for retransmission
using the HARQ protocol.

The expected number of gates (G) and delay (τ) of the
decoding process are shown in Equation 17 and Equation 18,
respectively. The proofs of these equations are also presented
in Lemma IV.4 and Lemma IV.5. Note that the synthesizer

could pick different gates with multiple inputs to optimize
the area and timing.

From Equation 17 and Equation 18, with a given n data-
bit (M × N = n), the area cost and delay complexity are
O(n) andO(log2(

√
n)), respectively. In comparison, both of

Hamming’s and SECDED’s area cost and delay complexities
are O(n) and O(log2(n)).

Lemma IV.4. The expected number of gates (G) of the
decoder is :

Gdecoder
XOR_2X1 =M(N + 1) +N(M + 1) +MN

Gdecoder
INV = N +M + 2

Gdecoder
AND_2X1 = (N + 2)N + (M + 2)M

Gdecoder
OR_2X1 =M +N

(17)

Lemma IV.5. The expected delay (τ) of the decoding process
is:

τdecoder
Mask = τXOR_2X1 × ceil(log2(max(M + 1, N + 1)))

τdecoder
Dout = τdecoder

M + τXOR_2X1

τdecoder
Sum_Faults = τINV + ceil(log2(max(M + 1, N + 1))))

× (τAND_2X1 + τOR_2X1)

τdecoder
NACK = τdecoder

M + τdecoder
Sum_Faults + τOR_2X1

(18)

Proof. The number of XORs of the row and column decoders
can be calculated as XOR-trees. Note that the inputs are
(N+1) columns and (M+1) rows. The number of XORs is
(M(N + 1) + N(M + 1)) and the delay is τXOR_2X1 ×
ceil(log2(max(M + 1, N + 1))).

The sums of row and column faults in this design are based
on the one-hot and all zeros comparators (Equation 16). For
each sum of Z bits, there are Z NOT gates and Z + 1 AND-
trees of Z inputs. To take the sum, an OR array of Z inputs
is used.

GINV = Z

GAND_2X1 = (Z − 1)(Z + 1)

GOR_2X1 = Z − 1

(19)

The delay of the Sum_Faults signal is:

τfirst INVs = τINV

τAND−trees = ceil(log2(Z))× τAND_2X1

τOR−tree = ceil(log2(Z))× τOR_2X1

τSum_Faults = τINV + ceil(log2(Z))× (τAND_2X1 + τOR_2X1)
(20)

It worth mentioning that this circuit could be further opti-
mized using a multiple input circuit with inversed values. For
instance, in our experiment using Synopsys Design Compiler
with M = N = 3, the CAD tool picks one AOI22_X1
gate, two OAI21_X1 gates, and one NAND3_X1 gates to
obtain the value. The mask circuit is basically a 2D M ×N
XOR array. The delay is τXOR_2X1 and the number of XOR
is M × N . By using Z = N + 1 and Z = M + 1, we can
obtain Lemma IV.4 and Lemma IV.5.
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Figure 7: Multiple defects patterns with PPC: (a) Detectable case; (b) Undetectable pattern which incorrectly indicate defective
TSVs; (c)Undetectable pattern which PPC recognizes the TSV group as healthy ; (d) Undetectable pattern which PPC corrects
one failed TSV and considers the rest as healthy.

V. EXTENDED PPC
In the previous section, we discussed the design of PPC on
correcting and detecting faults. In this section, we present the
Extended PPC (EPPC) which provides the ability to detect
more than two faults during transmission.

A. CORRECTABILITY AND DETECTABILITY
In general, PPC can ensure the ability to correct one and
detect two flipped bits. However, if there are more than
two flipped bits, PPC also has chances to detect them. For
instance, Figure 7(a) illustrates a case of three flipped bits
with indices (1,1), (2,3), and (0,4) of a PPC (5× 5) (there are
column and row parity checks to have a 6 × 6 TSVs group).
The PPC decoder outputs a row check sr = 000111 and
a column check sc = 011010. By determining that the sr
and sc values have multiple bits ‘1’ (Equation 15 or 16), the
decoder can detect more than two faults.

Although PPC can detect more than two faults, there is a
weak point in its detection approach that always prevents it
from detecting three faults. For instance, if bits with indices
(i, j), (i, k) and (l, j) are flipped, both cri and scj are ‘0’
which makes the decoder fail to detect while both sck and srl
could be ‘1’. This syndrome makes the decoder understand
that there is one fault and corrects the bit bl,k. Figure 7(b)
shows a simple illustration of such a case. In this case, a PPC
(5× 5) having three flipped bits with indices (1,1), (1,3) and
(4,1) is decoded to have sc = 001000 and sr = 010000.
Because the flipped bits belong to the same row and column,
the parity check bit (sc and sr) is calculated as correct. How-
ever, because row 3 and column 3 are determined as having
flipped bit, the decoder determines that bit (3,3) is flipped.
Another example is shown in Figure 7(c) where bit (3,3)
is also flipped. Here, PPC determines no flipped bit exists
and recognizes the system as healthy. Figure 7(d) also shows
another example of five defects causing misinterpretation
during decoding using PPC. Here, since the parity checks
lead to sr2 = sc1 = 1, the PPC decoder concludes that the
TSV at the position (2,1) is defective.

Because of this behavior, we can easily observe that the

detection of PPC is still limited to two faults and it cannot
guarantee the ability to detect more than two defects. If we
can reform the patterns into different ones, we could solve
this problem and provide more multi-fault detection.

B. PRELIMINARY EXTENSION

In order to correct and detect more faults, we could extend
the PPC with orthogonal Latin square (OLS) matrices, as
in our previous work in [29]. Note that this will limit the
shape of the PPC to a square (M = N ). The work on
low power OLSC using the OLS matrices for encoding and
decoding can be found in [57]. Obviously, squared PPC
(M = N ) without a u bit is a case of OLSC. However,
since we focus on permanent defects, it is more efficient
to use spare TSV as correction. To break the undetectable
patterns, there are two extended matrices using OLSC, as
shown in Figure 8. Matrix-0 and Matrix-1 are used in the
baseline version of PPC where the parity bits are the result
of calculating the parity of columns and rows. To have a
different coding scheme, Matrix-2 and Matrix-3 are used. We
also could observe that the design for Matrix-2 and Matrix-
3 is identical to the original matrices of PPC but they have
different rows and columns. While the original matrix could
be limited by the undetectable patterns, simply switching
the different matrices could break these patterns. The extra
cost and latency are only the area of M × N MUX 2:1
multiplexers and the delay of a single MUX 2:1, respectively.

Using OLS matrices can help to generate different row
and column checks for PPC; however, it has two major
drawbacks: (1) it only works with square matrices (M = N )
and (2) it still groups nearby TSVs in the same row/column
check which is not efficient for the clustering defects. In
fact, the detection rate of PPC with OLSC matrices of some
configurations even drop to 95+% as in [29]. In order to solve
these two problems, we present the new extensions for PPC
in the next sections.

C. EXTENDING PPC
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Figure 8: Extending PPC using shifting matrices.

1) Shifting matrices with s = ±1

For the data that cannot form a square matrix (i.e., 32 bits),
we can use alternative rows and columns with the shifting
technique shown in Figure 8. We denote s as the shift
jump between rows or columns. The method is described as
follows:

• Row-shift: In the column check, the TSV (i, j) matches
with (i + 1, (j + s mod (N + 1))) for calculating the
parity.

• Column-shift: In the row check, the TSV (i, j) matches
with ((i + s mod (M + 1)), j + 1) for calculating the
parity.

We can shift to either direction (negative and positive
values for s) and can combine row-shift with column-shift
to have different matrices.

For the ease of understanding, Figure 9 shows examples
row-shift and column-shift with s = ±1. The undetectable
pattern in Figure 7(b) is used as the tackling pattern in this
case. With three defects in the positions (1,1), (1,3), and (4,1)
PPC fails to recognize the case and correct the healthy TSV.
However, with shifting matrices, the system can break the
undetectable pattern. Figure 9(a) shows the row-shift s = 1
where the row checks are kept as the normal PPC because
shifting among each row does not affect the parity result.
However, now the column parity is changed due to the bit
indices being shifted. For instance, the 5th column now
consists of TSVs with indices (0,0), (1,1), (2,2), (3,3), (4,4)
and (5,5). As a result, we can observe that the column check
sc has three values of ‘1’ which help the system detect the

faults following Equation 15. On the other hand, Figure 9(b),
(c) and (d) show the other shifting matrices where we could
have different row and column checks depending on how
we shifted them. In all cases, row-shift and column-shift can
break the pattern to have a better detection rate.

2) Limitation of of s = ±1

As shown in Figure 9, we can break the pattern by using
shifting matrices. The same principle can be applied for
using OLS matrices in [29]. However, we also observe the
limitation of this method where shifting is not efficient for
breaking the undetectable patterns.

At first, it seems using only one shifting matrix is enough
to break the pattern; however, there are still some patterns
that cannot be broken. Figure 10 shows a case where row-
shift or column-shift with s = 1 cannot detect the three
defects. Here, there are three defective TSVs at (1,1) (1,2)
and (2,2). However, once we apply row-shift and column-shift
with s = 1, as depicted in Figures 10(b) and (c), the pattern
is changed to a new pattern that also cannot be detected by
the new matrix. We also observe that, by shifting with s = 1,
there are shared bit indices between row and column checks
which is one drawback of this method. For instance, sc5 in
row-shift with s = 1 is exactly the same as sr5 in column-
shift with s = 1. This repetition reduces the efficiency of the
shifting method where both row and column-shift with s = 1
fails to detect the pattern.

On the other hand, using s = −1 can break the pattern
that s = −1 fails to do, as represented in Figure 10(d). In
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Figure 9: An illustration of shifting method: (a) row-shift s = 1; (b) row-shift s = −1; (c) column-shift s = 1; (d) column-shift
s = −1.

fact, the column-shift with s = −1 can make three values
of sri turn into ‘1’ which helps detecting the multiple fault
cases. Even though using s = −1 can help breaking this
pattern, we observe that using this s value can also have some
pitfalls. For instance, using s = −1 fails to break the pattern
of three defective TSVs at (1,1) (1,2) and (0,2). Nevertheless,
we observe using multiple shifting matrices might be needed
to have a better detection rate.

Despite the ability to tackle some undetectable patterns,
using multiple matrices with different values of s is still
limited because there are some patterns that cannot be tackled
even using four shifting matrices and the original PPC. Fig-
ure 11 (a-e) shows the case where PPC and EPPC both fail to
detect the pattern. Even shifting with s = 1 or s = −1, it still
cannot break the pattern and the system still behaves as there
is only one defective TSV.

In summary, despite having the ability to break some
undetectable patterns, there are three major drawbacks of
EPPC:

1) There are still some undetectable patterns that EPPC
fails to detect as shown in Figures 11 (a-e).

2) The row-shift and column-shift are repeated as we can
observe the similarity between row-shift (s = 1) and
column-shift (s = 1) in Figures 10 (b) and (c).

3) The fault-rate model in Equation 1 using Euclidean
distance as the key parameter of clustering faults has
not been considered.

These drawbacks can reduce the detection rate of EPPC.
To improve the detection rate, we present the distance-aware
EPPC in the next section.

D. DISTANCE-AWARE EPPC
In this section, we use a method named distance-aware EPPC
by shifting by |s| > 1 index per row/column as in Figure 8
and Figure 9. Now, the row-/column-shift mechanism is as
follows:

• Row-shift: the alternative column i consists of the TSVs
with index (j, (i + s ∗ j) mod (N + 1)) (N: number
of columns in data, N+1: number of columns in TSV
group) where the last index is for a parity bit. For

example, with M = N = 5 and s = 2, a new column
for parity check consists of bit indices (0,0) (1,2), (2,4),
(3,0), (4,2) and (5,4) where (5,4) is for the parity bit.

• Column-shift: the alternative row j consists of the TSVs
with index ( (j + s ∗ i) mod (M + 1), i) (M: number
of rows in data: M+1: number of rows in TSV group)
where the last index is for a parity bit. For example, with
M = N = 5 and s = 2, a new row for parity check
consists of bit indices (1,0) (3,1), (5,2), (1,3), (3,4) and
(5,5) where (5,5) is for the parity bit.

Figure 11 (f) shows the column-shift with s = −2. Here,
we observe that one row for parity check consists of (1,0),
(5,1), (3,2), (1,3), (5,4) and (3,5). By distancing the bit
indices within rows and column check, it can now break
the undetectable pattern. Similar cases can be observed in
Figure 11 (g) and (h) where we apply rows shift with s = 2
and s = 3. Obviously, using a different value of s can help
us tackle the undetectable pattern of s = ±1 which is the
first problem. The second problem of repetition of rows and
columns for parity check can be solved by using different |s|
values for checking.

For the third problem, as shown in Equation 1, the fault-
rate depends on the distance to the cluster center. To avoid the
undetectable pattern, we need to limit the number of defective
TSV per row and column of each parity check. Therefore,
the optimal value s should provide the longest Euclidean
distance (dE) between indices of rows and columns in the
parity check. The Euclidean distance among PPC is only ‘1’
which makes it difficult to avoid the pattern due to clustering
defect. EPPC with s = 1 also provides a minimum Euclidean
distance of

√
2 ' 1.44 which is certainly not high enough.

In order to maximize the minimum Euclidean distance
between TSVs of a row and column check, the shifting
value can be approximated by Equation 21. The proof of this
equation is shown in Lemma V.1.

Lemma V.1. Given an extended PPC with the size N ×M ,
the approximate s values for maximum value of minimum
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Figure 10: An illustration of undetected case with shifting method s = 1: (a) original PPC which fails to detect; (b) row-shift
s = 1 also fails to detect; (c) column-shift s = 1 also fails to detect; (d) column-shift s = −1 can detect this case.
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Figure 11: An illustration of undetected case with shifting method s = ±1 which only corrects one defective TSV: (a) original
PPC which fails to detect; (b) row-shift s = 1 also fails to detect; (c) row-shift s = −1 also fails to detect; (d) column-shift
s = 1 also fails to detect; (e) column-shift s = −1 also fails to detect this case; (f) column-shift s = −2 can detect; (g) row-shift
s = 2 can detect; (h) row-shift s = 3 can also detect.

Euclidean distance are:

srow ' ±
√
N

scol ' ±
√
M

(21)

Proof. Since both row-shift and column-shift follow the same
principle of fixed distance s in each row/column check, here
we consider row-shift.

Here, the two consecutive indices in a column check of
row-shift are (j, (i+ s ∗ j) mod (N +1)) and (j+1, (i+ s ∗
j + s) mod (N + 1)). If the column index is less or equal to
N , the column index is not circularly shifted using the mod
function. Therefore, the Euclidean distance between adjacent

indices is:

dadjacent
E =

√
12 + s2 (22)

Figure 12 shows the illustration for the adjacent distance.
For example, we can use the calculation in Equation 22 for
(0,0) to (1,s) or (0,1) to (1,s+1).

Once the column index (i + s ∗ j) is larger than N , the
next index will circularly shift to (i + s ∗ j) mod (N + 1).
For example, Figure 11(g) shifts the index from (2,4) to (3,0)
instead of (3,6). The start index of column check is (0, 0),
the index of the TSV that is 1st circularly shifted (r1st−shift,
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Figure 12: An illustration of the minimum Euclidean distance
in shifting.

c1st−shift) is:

r1st−shift = ceil(
N

s
)

c1st−shift = (N mod s) < s
(23)

For instance, with row-shift s = 2, Figure 11(g) shows
the new column for parity check is (0,0), (1,2), (2,4), (3,0),
(4,2) and (5,4). Here, the first shifted index is (3,0) and we
realize that the shifted index is closer to (0,0) with dE = 3
than the last index (2,4) with dE =

√
17. From Figure 11, we

could also observe that the column index is shifted by every
ceil(Ns ) rows.

Due to the similarity of the shifting index, we have the
new minimum Euclidean distance between the first circular
shifted indices and (0,0). This distance should also be con-
sidered. If the index is circularly shifted too fast with a large
s value, the shifted index might cause a smaller minimum
Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance between the con-
secutive shifted indices is:

dshift
E =

√
(r1st−shift)2 + (c1st−shift)2 (24)

Here, the worst case is N divided by s which leads to
c1st−shift = 0 where the shifting method repeats the same
column index (i.e Figure 11(g) has (0,0) and (3,0) in the
parity column check). We now can approximate the distance
as:

dshift
E '

√
(
N

s
)2 + 02 =

N

s
(25)

Obviously, the minimum Euclidean distance will be the
minimum between these two distances:

dminimum
E = min(dshift

E , dadjacent
E ) (26)

To optimize the distance, we balance the two distances to
maximize the minimum distance:

dadjacent
E ' dshift

E (27)

We can use Equation 25 and Equation 22 to approximate
the value of s as follows:

√
12 + s2 ' N

s

1 + s2 ' (
N

s
)2

s '
√
N

(28)

For the row-shift we should have srow ' ±
√
N to maxi-

mize the Euclidean between indices. For the column-shift, we
expect scol ' ±

√
M to have the optimal distance between

TSVs in the same row/column check.

In Figure 11, the optimal value of s ' ±
√
N = ±

√
5;

therefore, s = ±2 is our best choice. Figure 11(b-e) show
s = 1 with a minimum Euclidean distance of

√
2. Fig-

ure 11(h) shows s = 3 with a minimum Euclidean distance
of 2. Meanwhile, Figure 11(f) and (g) show s = ±2 with a
minimum Euclidean distance of

√
5 which is better than both

= ±1 and s = ±3.

E. ARCHITECTURE
The architectures of our EPPC encoder and EPPC decoder
are shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. In comparison
to the PPC, it needs a matrix-switch module to help change
the matrix and a counter to issue a selection signal of the
matrix-switch.

Figure 13: EPPC Encoder Architecture.

The architecture of the matrix-switch is shown in Fig-
ure 15. The signal D(c) can be assigned as D(a) or D(b)
depending on the selection of the multiplexer. To feed to
data into the row and column encoder and decoder modules,
we need to switch the bit position to help with the variation
of the matrix. For instance, the row-shifting right method is
implemented as a multiplexer between nearby-bits (i, j) and
(i, j + i). Note that we use two different matrix-switches for
row and column parity if needed (in a pair of matrices, we
can share).
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Figure 14: EPPC Decoder Architecture.

Figure 15: Matrix-Switch architecture using multiplexer.

Here, the extra area cost and delay for encoder and decoder
for four matrices (two for row, two for column) are as
follows:

Gencoder
MUX_2X1 = ZMN

Gdecoder
MUX_2X1 = Z(M + 1)(N + 1)

Gencoder
2−bit counter = Gdecoder

2−bit counter = 1

(29)

τEPPC encoder = τPPC encoder + τMUX_2X1

τEPPC decoder = τPPC decoder + τMUX_2X1

(30)

Where Z is the number of additional matrices. To support
more matrices, we must increase the value of Z. In summary,
the extended version still keep the complexity of area and
delay as O(n) and O(log2(

√
n)) as PPC’s, respectively.

VI. EVALUATION
The EPPC circuit is designed in Verilog-HDL with 45nm
process technology. The design is implemented using EDA
tools by Synopsys. In this evaluation, we first perform the
detection rate under random distribution. Then, clustering
distribution is investigated for both EPPC and the distance-
aware version. Then, the real implementation results are
presented and compared. Finally, we compared our work
with other existing NoC testing methods.

A. DETECTION PERFORMANCE UNDER UNIFORM
RANDOM DISTRIBUTION
In order to study the detection ability of EPPC, we perform
a 10,000 Monte-Carlo simulation cases, represented in Fig-
ure 16. As we can observe in the results, the original PPC can
detect at most two defects and fails to detect 3+ defects with
smaller M and N values. This is due to the undetectable pat-
tern easily occurring under random distribution with smaller
M and N values. When we apply the shifting technique,
we can break the pattern and increase the detectability with
EPPC. For instance, with M = 4 and N = 8 (32-bit),
PPC misses 11% of three faults cases; however, EPPC with
only row-shift can detect 98.8% and EPPC with both row
and column-shift can detect 100%. When we increase the
size of the TSV group, we can have better coverage of PPC;
however, EPPC now can guarantee 100% with only row-
shifting.

In summary, the proposed PPC provides a reasonable
detection rate. By using extra matrices, it could help detect
multiple faults without adding overwhelming extra area cost
(M ×N 2:1 multiplexers and a 2-bit counter).

B. DETECTION PERFORMANCE UNDER CLUSTERING
DISTRIBUTION
To understand the efficiency under clustering defects (mul-
tiple defects per group), we evaluate the method using a
probability model of clustered TSV faults. Figure 17 shows
the evaluation results of detection rate using Monte-Carlo
simulation (10,000 tests per case) with the clustering fault
distribution and s = 1. We limited the defects among one
cluster (Nc = 1) and constraint the number of defects. We
can easily observe that the PPC detection rates drop sig-
nificantly when compared to the randomly injected defects.
This can be explained by the undetectable patterns occurring
more frequently with clustering defects. We could notice,
with even M = 32 and N = 32, that PPC can detect
with random defects but fails with clustering defects. On
the other hand, EPPC significantly improves the detection
rate by using shifting matrices. With the row-shift matrix,
EPPC achieves higher detection rates and with both row-
shift and column-shift, EPPC obtains 100% in most cases
except M = 4, N = 4 with 9 defects. The main reason
of this exception is that, due to the high number of defects,
switching matrices cannot break the undetectable patterns.
In the case of nine defects, their shape is close to a 3 × 3.
Meanwhile, the optimal distance s =

√
4 = 2 is still smaller

than the dimension (3) of clustering defect area’s shape.
Consequently, the distance aware EPPC is no longer efficient
in this case. Nevertheless, EPPC can still detect eight defects
which is still considerably high.

As we can easily notice, with only row-shift, EPPC can
only detect less than 100% of the cases. EPPC needs at least
two additional matrices (row and column-shift) to have a
100% detection rate. To reduce the number of matrices, we
can use distance-aware EPPC. Figure 18 shows the detection
rate of EPPC with s = 2. Compared to EPPC with only
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Figure 16: Detection ability evaluation of EPPC with additional matrices using shifting method with s = ±1 under random
distribution.
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Figure 17: Detection ability evaluation of EPPC with additional matrices using shifting method with s = ±1 under clustering
distribution: Fb = 1, Nc = 1, α = 3.0.

row-shift, illustrated in Figure 17, distance-aware EPPC can
obtain a 100% detection rate.

C. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The hardware implementations of our proposed methods are
presented in Figure 1. Here, we compare PPC to SECDED
and Hamming with the same data bit-width. We also add the
results from [34] and [35] which provide two or three adja-
cent fault correction coding techniques. The results from [34]
and [35] are presented in both area and delay optimization
while our design simply targets timing optimization.

The results demonstrate that PPC provides several benefits
over SECDED and Hamming. The complexities of PPC’s
encoders and decoders are lower than the other two. In

particular, the area cost of the encoder and decoder for 64-
bit PPC are 17.01% and 15.95% less than SECDED. The
latency of PPC encoders and decoders are also smaller thanks
to the narrower XOR trees. For 64-bit, they are 22.67%
and 49.38% lower than SECDED. In comparison to the best
area optimized (AO) results in [34] and [35], and despite
the fact that we use more parity bits, the proposed design
(encoder and decoder) only incurs 15.96% and 14.20% extra
area cost, respectively. The best delay optimized (DO) design
in [34] and [35] reduces the latency by 67.14% and 64.29%
when compared to PPC; however, their complexities are 8×
higher. Utilizing one or two additional matrices in PPC(8×8)
maintains a latency below 1ns and increases the area cost by
factors of 1.5x and 1.7x, respectively, but greatly improves
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Figure 18: Detection ability evaluation of distance-aware EPPC with additional matrices using shifting method with srow '
±
√
N and scol ' ±

√
M under clustering distribution: Fb = 1, Nc = 1, α = 3.0.

Table 1: Hardware implementation results: “AO" and “DO" are Area Optimization and Delay Optimization, respectively. To
scale from 65 nm to 45 nm equations presented in [58] have been used.

Scheme Tech. (nm) k (bit) n (bit)
Area Cost (µm2) Latency (ns)

Encoder Decoder Encoder Decoder
AO DO AO DO AO DO AO DO

Hamming [15] 45 64 71 193.1200 463.1060 0.69 1.58
SECDED [24] 45 64 72 234.6120 487.0460 0.75 1.62

HP + HARQ-II [17] 65 64 72 9792.5 0.41 0.59
45 (scaled) 64 72 4896.25 0.29 0.42

ARQ (CRC-5) [17] 65 64 69 3605.6 0.37 0.41
45 (scaled) 64 69 1802.8 0.26 0.29

BCH [17] 65 64 85 77353.2 0.42 0.72
45 (scaled) 64 85 38676.6 0.30 0.51

SEC-DAEC [34] 45 64 72 678 812 3106 4227 0.61 0.33 1.75 0.61
TAEC-64-v1 [35] 45 64 72 566 695 5279 7165 0.58 0.30 1.81 0.62
TAEC-64-v2 [35] 45 64 72 572 696 5158 6833 0.59 0.29 2.01 0.61
TAEC-64-v3 [35] 45 64 71 583 703 3672 4928 0.65 0.30 1.67 0.62
TAEC-64-v4 [35] 45 64 71 587 722 4563 5976 0.60 0.31 1.87 0.62

PPC(8× 8) 45 64 81 194.7120 409.3740 0.58 0.82
EPPC(8× 8) with 1 additional matrix 45 64 81 341.2780 628.0260 0.53 0.91

EPPC(8× 8) with 2 additional matrices 45 64 81 404.5860 691.3340 0.55 0.97

the detection rate compared to using a single matrix.

Detailed results of the 64 data bit-width implementa-
tions are shown in Table 1. Besides the works in [34] and
[35], we also perform the comparison with results obtained
from [17] which are implemented in 65 nm technology.
Even when scaling to 45nm, the area cost of Hamming
Product Code (HP-HARQ-II) in [17] is 8.11× higher than
PPC. The BCH [17] code provides multiple bits correction;
however, its complexity is 50× greater than the proposed
one. HP-HARQ-II’s and BCH’s latencies are 28.57% and
18.57% lower despite using older technology. However, our
latency is still extremely low (0.58 ns and 0.82 ns). With the
delay complexity O(log2(

√
n)), the results are expected to

be lower with higher data-widths. Meanwhile, the area cost
is similar to Hamming and SECDED which are two simple
coding techniques. It is important to mention that the area

cost results have not taken into account the area of TSVs.
Note that our design demands more additional TSVs than
the others. With the same 64 data bit-width, PPC uses 81
code-word bit-width (or TSVs) while Hamming, SECDED,
BCH use 71, 72 and 85 code-word bit-width (or TSVs),
respectively.

D. COMPARISON OF NETWORK-ON-CHIP TESTING

Hereafter, we compare the proposed method with existing
works targeting TSV/NoC testing in Table 2. Here, we focus
on three key parameters: area overhead, performance degra-
dation and response time.

Table 2 also shows a comparison for non-blocking on-
line NoC testings with 32-bit flit and in 45 nm technology.
It is important to mention that our NoC router has some
protection mechanism for soft error in pipeline stages [59]
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Table 2: Comparison of non-blocking testing circuit for Network-on-Chip router (32-bit and 45 nm technology).

Design Kakoee et al. [25]a Tran et al. [26]a Liu et al. [27]a Wang et al. [28]a Dang et al. [40] This work
Coverage Link Link Router’s modules Link & Router’s module Link (TSVs) Link (TSV)
NoC size and topology 10×8 Mesh any NoC any NoCe

Require adaptive routing 3 3 3 3 7 7
Performance degradation 3 3 3 3 7 7

Synthetic, Period = 20K cyclesb > 10× > 10× 1.0 − 2.5× 1.5 − 2× 1.0× 1.0×
PARSEC, Period = 40K cyclesb > 1.8× > 1.4× 0.9 − 1.0× 0.9 − 1.0× 1.0× 1.0×
Test period/Test time (cycles) 500K-1Mc 200K-1Mc 20K- 16,840- 64-16,448 2-3

Area (µm2) 700 700 2200 2400 2291.59 1095.92f

Test circuit (area) 7 7 7 7 3 3
a Area and power costs are extracted by subtracting to the non-tested router design on paper [28]. Area cost and power consumption of non-tested router [28] are 0.0251mm2

and 391.00 µW , respectively.
b Performance values, which are extracted from paper [28], are approximated values. The worst case test time (upper bound) of ours is 16,448 cycles which is under the period
(20K/40K cycles). The lower bound of testing period for Wang et al. [28] is 16,840 cycles.
c The test time is extracted from [28]. Values are selected based on reasonable performance degradation (> 5× average latency and> 1.8× execution time).
e Our proposal could be also applied for link testing.
f The value represents the evaluation of a single link.

or hard errors in buffer or crossbar [60] which might de-
grade the performance; however, we have disabled them
in this evaluation to have a fair comparison. Because our
technique targets vertical wires (TSVs), we compare with
existing techniques offering a similar or higher coverage.
Please note that the results of other works do not include
BIST area and power consumption. Also, this work does not
require adaptive routing to perform testing because it is an
on-communication test (non-blocking testing).

As can be observed in Table 2, our technique offers the
smallest area cost and testing time. It is worth stating that
we can localize only one defect while the other can localize
more (i.e., Dang et al. [40] can localize 6 faults). However,
beside [40], this work does not degrade the performance of
the applied NoC. Kakoee et al. [25] and Tran et al. [26] have
a significant impact on the performance which are > 10×
and > 1.4× the average latency of synthetic benchmarks and
execution time of PARSEC, respectively. Although Liu et al.
[27] and Wang et al. [28] presented promising results under
PARSEC benchmarks because of the low utilization rates,
they still increase the average latency by up to 2.5× and 2×
under synthetic benchmarks.

On the other hand, this work offers no change in the system
performance under test while it guarantees a response time
under 20.000 cycles. Please note that the upper bound of
our technique is only 4 cycles which is significantly smaller
than all compared works. For example, the lower bound of
Wang et al. [28] and Dang et al. [40] is 16,840 and 64
cycles, respectively. Meanwhile, Kakoee et al. [25] and Tran
et al. [26] have significantly higher lower-bounds (200.000
or 500.000 cycles) which may not be suitable for real-time
applications.

For common blocking testing for NoC links, Table 3 sum-
marizes the existing works and compare them to our proposal
which is a non-blocking testing. Since our method works
individually between two terminals, its testing does not scale
with the network size. In comparison to all existing works,
our method provides the shortest test time (TT) which is only
3 cycles and the number of gates are reasonable at nearly
1400 gates. We would like to note that the other works can

Table 3: Comparison with NoC channel blocking testing
methods.

Methods NoC Size Coverage AO TT TR
(%) (gate/%) (cycles)

Grecu et al. [61] 8 × 8 N/A 166,404 5000 9
Peterson et al. [42] 26 × 26 99.8 9% 5100 N/A
Cota et al. [62] 5 × 5 n/a 742 182 4
Herve et al. [43] 2 × 2 93 835 798 5
Concatto et al. [45] 3 × 3 66 31,8% N/A 9
Raik et al. [63] 3 × 3 99.33 4% 320 2
Herve et al. [44] 4 × 4 99.93 742 286 12
Strano et al. [46] 5 × 5 99.3 11% 1104 4
Kakoee et al. [47] 8 × 8 85.6 58% N/A 9
Ghofrani et al. [64] 10 × 10 98 9.65% N/A 4
Kakoee et al. [25] 8 × 8 73.2 58% N/A 9
Bhowmik et al. [48] 3 × 4 100 N/A 416 6
Aghaei et al. [65] 16 × 16 89.5 5.1% 70 1
Ours (non-block) Any 100 1374 3 1

AO: area overhead, TT: testing time, TR: test round.

determine the position of defects if needed while our method
only detects the faulty link. Nevertheless, our method is the
best in terms of detectablity and testing time. Moreover, we
can use our method to provide a calling mechanism for BIST
which can localize and extract the positions of faults by using
deferred testing [40], [41].

In summary, our technique provides the fastest execution
time without the need of BIST circuits. Once the link is
faulty, we adopt the look-ahead fault-tolerant routing algo-
rithm [18] to avoid it during transmission.

E. DISCUSSION
This paper has presented the method to provide one-fault
correction and multi-faults detection. In this section, we
discussed the advantages and drawbacks of the design.

While the distance-aware EPPC with one additional matrix
can detect 100% of the clustering defects due to the fact
that we know the possible distribution of defects beforehand
using Equation 1. Under random defects, EPPC with two
additional matrices can obtain 100% detection rate in most
cases. However, the realistic distribution might vary between
different parameters or mixing between random and cluster-
ing defects which can make the EPPC inefficient. In this case,
a BIST approach is more suitable than a low-cost method
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such as EPPC. On the other hand, with expected low defect
rate, our PPC could be a better method which still provides
a certain level of detection coverage while having lower area
cost and shorter latency.

Soft errors might occur during the runtime that drive the
circuit to an inaccurate result. Our EPPC approach has not
been protected from such kind of errors. However, we would
like to note that PPC itself has the ability to protect the
encoder by comparing the u bits obtained from XOR-ing the
row and column check bits. On the other hand, we can apply a
technique that we previously proposed to provide protection
from soft errors in the pipeline stages in [59]. By repeating
the process twice and comparing the results, we can detect
the occurrence of soft-errors and execute the stage one more
time by using a majority voting as recovery.

In [40], we presented a technique named statistical de-
tection where the decoder records the results for 32 or 64
cycles to detect and localize the fault. Here, we can apply the
same principle to obtain perfect detection rate by recording
it. However, as we observe in the evaluation, our detection
rate reaches 100% which is enough for most safety-critical
applications. Recording a high number of cycles might affect
the area overhead and power consumption.

One of the common methods is ‘walking-1’ or ‘walking-
0’ [66] which can indicate stuck-at and bridge models.
However, this method requires several cycles to test and the
connection should be preempted. Moreover, this method is
not efficient for handling crosstalk because the behavior of
crosstalk heavily depends on the transition of transmitting
values of the aggressor and the victim TSVs.

Our work focuses on how to detect multiple defects in
the link; therefore, it cannot localize/diagnose the faulty
positions. This is due to the fact that multiple defects might
not be correctable due to the lack of redundancies. In fact, we
do not use any redundancy in this work and rely on the LAFT
algorithm [18] to provide fault-tolerant routing. If readers
are interested in the localization of multiple defect online,
our work in [40] shows an efficient method without any
degradation in system performance. Recovery for clustering
defects can be also found in [14], [67].

In our fault consideration, we mentioned that our fault
model does not have the ability to model a bridge defect in
different shapes such as in a row, column or diagonal line.
However, we also want to note that with this type of patterns,
PPC can easily detect multiple defects since the output will
indicate multiple flipped bits in both rows and columns.

Although our proposal still has some parts that need to be
improved, the overall evaluation has shown an adequate value
where EPPC can correct one and detect multiple defects.
Notably, the worst case execution time of our method is
considerably low (3 cycles) which easily outperforms the
existing techniques.

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the Extended Parity Product Code
(EPPC) to enhance the reliability of TSV-based 3D-IC de-

signs. By exploiting the inherent 2D array organization of
TSVs, the proposed approach can efficiently represent the
fault manifestation in TSV-based systems allowing it to cor-
rect one and detect multiple faults in a set of TSVs. From
the conducted experiments, and in contrast to conventional
coding schemes that are limited to detecting two faults at
most, the proposed EPPC has demonstrated its ability to
detect 2-8 faults with 100% detection rate. EPPC also use 2-3
cycles to perform its test instead of thousands of cycles like
traditional BISTs. Our analysis also showed that the delay
complexity of EPPC is O(log2(

√
n)) which is significantly

lower than that of Hamming/SECDED (O(log2(n))).
As a future work, we plan to investigate the thermal impact

on 3D-IC systems. Extending the technique with adaptive
coding to support multiple bit localization is another possible
direction.
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